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1. Introduction.

The two-dimensional unitary minimal conformai field theories with Virasoro central charge

c < 1 are now fully classified and well understood. Apart from the constraint of unitarity

which restricts the set of values of c to c = 1 — m/^+1j> m = 2,3, • • •, one-loop modular

invariance has proved to be sufficiently powerful to determine entirely the operator contents

of the different possible theories [l]. The general question of finding one-loop modular

invariants for higher values of c is of great interest, but no classification has yet been

proposed.

In this paper we are mostly interested in the unitary coset theories SU(N)k-\ x

SU(N)i/SU(N)k of central charges c = (N - 1) (l - N(N + l ) / ( k + N- l)(k + N)) and

try to find a classifying principle of (part of) these theories other than one-loop modular

invariance. We use a statistical mechanical approach, which consists of finding generalized

height models subject to a set of constraints: integiability [2], explicit SU(N)q quantum

group symmetry, restrictions on the degrees of freedom encoded in the topology of a graph.
These are the "SU(N] height models" defined in sect.2, already introduced in [3], which

generalize the SU(2) A,D,E models of Pasquier [4] and complement the RSOS models of

reference [5]. We expect them to be critical and to be described in the continuum limit by
the previous coset conformai field theories, with different height models leading in general
to different modular invariant toroidal partition functions.

The construction of the SU(N) height models consists of the two steps followed in

sect.3: first find admissible graphs, the vertices of which become the heights of the mod-

els. From empirical remarks borrowed from the N = 2,3 cases, we suggest the following

possible restriction on these graphs: they should support a non negative integer matrix
representation of the Kac-Moody SU(N)k fusion rules.

The second step is the determination of Boltzmann weights subject to the Yang-

Baxter condition, and to other restrictions inherited from the SU(N) quantum symmetry
of the models. At this time, no general solution exists yet and this determination has

been completed only in a few cases [3]: the existence of integrable modela atcuched to

these graphs remains therefore conjectural. We try to complement the methods used in (3|

by exhibiting local constraints on these weights from the consideration of fixed boundary

conditions as in (6] and [7].

In sect.4 we turn to the relations between these models and the coset modular invari-

ants. A possible route would be to repeat the steps followed in the case of SU(2): refor-

mulation of the height model in the Coulomb gas language, computation of the toroidal



partition function in the continuum limit and identification of the resulting combination

of Gaussian partition functions with the modular invariant (4j[8j. This program, however,

looks extremely cumbersome. For N > 3, one deals with a N - 1-component Gaussian

field, whose action contains two parameters: the ordinary coupling constant g and the

coefficient of the antisymmetric term. Combinations of the corresponding partition func-

tions are difficult to identify and to reshuffle. This route will therefore not be explored in

the present paper, and we rather try to establish shortcuts relating directly a given model

with a modular invariant. In the case of 5f/(2), the ADE classification had been based

on the observation that the weights of SU(2) labelling the diagonal terms in the modular

invariants were nothing but the exponents of the Dynkin diagrams, i.e. characterize the

eigenvalues of their adjacency matrix. The same appears in the case of SU(3): diagonal

terms of all known modular invariants match with the exponents characterizing the eigen-

values of some of the graphs. This empiric observation, however, does not say how to

reconstruct the modular invariant from the graph. For all the modular invariants which

are sums of square moduli of character combinations, ("type I" invariants, see sect. <l),

we find that there is a well defined procedure to that effect, which relies on the theory of

"C-algebras" [9]. A C-algebra, i.e. an associative and commutative algebra satifying some

additional axioms (sect. 4), is attached to the graph; it contains a C-subalgebra which

reproduces the extended fusion algebra of some Kac-Moody theory, and the dual C-algebra

defines a partition of the set of exponents that yields the blocks of the invariant.

Though these steps remain empiric and there arc still many loose ends in the program,

it seems to us that it can be an interesting alternative to the difficult problem of finding

modular invariants. Our considerations look quite general and apply as well to the case of

<72 cosets treated in an appendix.

2. General definitions : the SU(N) height models

We consider a statistical model defined on a square lattice with oriented bonds, say upward

for vertical bonds and to the right for horizontal ones. To each node of the lattice associate

a "height" i.e. a degree of freedom taking its values among the vertices of a given oriented

finite connected "target" graph $. The adjacency matrix of Q is defined by:

Ga( = number of links from vertex a to vertex 6 (2.1)
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The following restriction is imposed on the possible configurations: we retain only the

configurations where two nodes of the lattice connected by an oriented link have heights

connected by a link of the same orientation on the target graph $ .

The possibility of having more than one link from vertex a to vertex b on Q can

be translated by a link variable taking G06 possible values. (For simplicity, we omit

to write them explicitly in the following.) We attach then to each height configuration

(a, 6, c,d) around a face of the square lattice a local Boltzmann weight w(a,b,c,d\u) with

spectral parameter u, satisfying the Yang-Baxter equation. This is expressed through the

face transfer matrix formalism. After a rotation of the square lattice by 45 degrees, one

considers the action of a local operator X,'(u) on the zig-zag line of fig. 1, affecting the t'-th

face only as:

X{(«) = 1 ® 1 ® • • • ® A'i(w) ® 1 ® • • • (2.2)

a/.°y'lU(a'''ai'-l'a<'a'+liu) (2>3)

A sufficient condition for the model to be integrable is that Xi(u) satisfies the celebrated

Yang-Baxter equation:

X{(u)Xi+J(u + v)Xi(v) =-- Xi+l(v)Xi(u + v)Xi+l(u) (2.4)

One may look for solutions of this equation where the dépendance on u is entirely contained

in a function p(u):

Xi(u) = l + p(u}Ui (2.5)

It is easy to show that a necessary and sufficient condition for (2.4) to be satisfied by the

Ansatz (2.5) is:
_ siuWA-u))

sin(7ru) v '

where A is a parameter, (real in the critical region), and the U's satisfy the Hecke algebra:

Uf = 0Ui (2.7o)

UiU^UjUi i f | t - j | > 2 (2.76)

- Ut = Ui+lUiUi+l - Ui+l (2.7c)

where ft = 2cos(rrA).

Representations of this algebra have been studied in [10] in a different context and

turn out to coincide with those of }ll] , obtained from the A-matrix of the quantum group



i with /? = q + q~l. The vertex as well as the height representations constructed in

the latter both commute with the SU(N)q quantum group generators acting on a tensor

product of its fundamental représentation V) ® V) ® • • • ® V), isomorphic to the height

configuration space of the zig-zag line of fig. 1 . The C/'s found by this construction for

given N consequently lie in the commutant of the quantum group SU(N}g, described as a

subalgebra of the Hecke algebra (2.7) obtained by imposing the vanishing of the N + 1-th

generalized antisymmetrizer 5^+l defined as follows. Let X, = q~l - £/,-, i = 1,2, >-,N.

Due to (2,7) the ,Y's satisfy the braid associativity condition:

XiXi+iXi — Xj+iXjXi+i (2.8)

Therefore they carry a representation of the symmetric group on N + 1 objects, namely

of its generators, the transpositions r,,t+i of neighbours. A generic permutation a of the

N + 1 objects has a unique decomposition a = Ylicia
 T<,i+i UP to tne braid equation for

T and the reduction r2 = 1. If we define X9 = Flic/,, -^i» then tne commutant of the

SU(N)q quantum group is obtained from the Hecke algebra by setting:

(-9)earrf(l-)^ = 0 (2.9)

We are naturally led to look for target graphs § which support a representation U of (2.7)

and (2.9) for some N. This is precisely what we mean by "'SU(N) height models".

Let us now briefly describe the models based on the representations of [10] and [ll] ,

studied in [12] and denoted in the following by A("), where n is an integer strictly greater

than N, called the altitude of the model l. The heights of these models take their values

among the level k = n - N integrable representation labels of the Kac-Moody algebra

A(^_i = SU(N), i.e. they belong to the Weyl alcôve P*$:

N-l N-l

pW = {A = E A«A« I *< £ 1. £*,<«-!} (2.10)
I =: 1 j= 1

1 In this paper, we adhere to the following conventions: boldface letters A(n), D(n),
E(n), G*n), etc... refer to statistical mechanical models, calligraphic letters A^n\"-
to graphs, roman capitals A^, • • • to their adjacency matrix, and capitals in brackets

, • • • to modular invariants.



where A» denote the fundamental weights of SU(N). The corresponding graph A^ is built

by drawing oriented links along the vectors (weights of the fundamental representation /):

ei - A j (2.11a)

CM = — A / v _ i (2.116)

ei = A, - A,_! for 2 < i < N - 1 (2.1 le)

between the points of P++. The identity representation (1) of SU(N)k, labelled by the

apex 0 of the alcôve:
JV-l

A, (2.12)

is only connected to the fundamental representation (/) of index (0 H- e j ) , whereas only the

conjugate of the fundamental (/) = (0 + epr) is linked to it. The graph A^ indeed encodes

the fusions of the representations of the Kac-Moody algebra, SU(N)k by the fundamental

(/) * W = I>£V) (2-13)
M

It is known [13] that the fusion matrices (N^)^, = Nx£ (and in particular N^ = A^)

are diagonalized by the matrix 5 of the modular transformation r —» — £ acting linearly

on the characters of the Kac-Moody integrable representations:

1 v^
XA(—) = /^ Sx XM(T) (2.14)

"€*•;;'
in the sense that

^ S* S"S-£-. (2.15)

The A^ graph enjoys therefore a self duality property : its eigenvalues read

(2.16)

for \i € -P++! which labels both the vertices and the eigenvalues of the graph. The repre-

sentation of (2.7) and (2.9) attached to this graph reads:
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where s,i(x) = sin( Jx.(ey - e;)). The corresponding value of the parameter A is merely £.

That the representation (2.17) satisfies (2.9) is a highly non trivial identity which comes

naturally out of its derivation in [11] .

More general Boltzmann weights w involving elliptic functions of nome p € C, which

coincide with (2.17) in the limit p -> 0, have been derived in [12] . The "nome" p stands

for a temperature in the model which drives it away from criticality. At p = 0 the models

undergo a second order phase transition, and the elliptic functions reduce to the trigono-

metric functions entering p (2.6) . These critical models A^"^ have been shown [14] to

be described in the continuum limit by the discrete series of unitary "H/N-minimal" 2

conformai field theories described by the cosets:

SU(N)k-i xSUWh/SUWk (2.18)

with central charge

where n again denotes the altitude n = N + k. From the transfer matrix formalism on

a cylinder [15], one finds that the continuum limit of the critical partition function with

toroidal boundary conditions

Z = 2^, H f(square) (2.20)

may be written as a sesquilincar combination of characters of the coset (2.18) :

*«,ax«(r)x«(0' (2-21)
«.a

where r stands for the modular ratio of the torus and .Va,a
 arc non negative integers.

Eqn (2.21) expresses the Hilbert space of the conformai theory as a sum, weighted by

the multiplicities .A/a,a, of tensor products of left and right representation spaces of the

symmetry %r-algebra of the coset (2.18). One imposes M,i = 1» where 1 labels the

identity representation of conformai weight 0, for the vacuum to be non degenerate. In

the A<n) case we have:

•V«,a = «a,a (2.22)

2 that is, these coset theories are supposed to be minimal theories for some extended
algebra IV,v, i.e. to involve only a finite number of representations of that algebra.



But there are other partition functions of the form (2.21) with different operator contents.
A natural constraint arises from the statistical mechanical picture: the function (2.21)

must be invariant under reparametrizations of the torus, i.e. under the action of the

modular group on r, generated by :

) /Ya(r) (2.23a)

«(-;•)= £ S/X/M (2.286)

where ka is the conformai weight of the representation ct. The solutions (2.21) to this

constraint of modular invariance have been classified in [l] for the case N — 2. They arc

labelled by a pair of simply laced Lie algebras .4, D, E of consecutive Coxeter numbers

n — I and n, if the central charge (2.19) is c — 1 - 6/n(w - 1), For N > 3 no complete

classification is known. We believe that solutions *o (2.7) and (2.9) other than A'*1^

correspond to modular invariants other than the trivial diagonal solution (2.22). Among

them, a family denoted D^*1) obtained from A^ by an "orbifold" procedure has already

been identified and studied in '16)-[18] .

3. Graphs and Boltzmann weights

S.I. The graphs

Let us briefly describe the strategy followed in the SU(2) case to find admissible target

graphs. Given any non oriented graph §, consider the highest eigenvalue 0 = 0W of its

adjacency matrix G and the corresponding Perron-Frobenius eigenvector with components

{^o }, a e v($), the set of vertices or target heights of §. These components are positive

^a > 0, Va 6 v(C) and their normalization is fixed by imposing that t/»O be of unit
norm. Then the matrices :

O.-«
solve equations (2.7) and (2.9) for N = 2 and the same 0 j-lj. In fact any other eigenvector

if>a with no vanishing component, for an eigenvalue /?^ of G would be a solution as well,

for 0 = 0^\ but would not lead to real Boltzmann weights : such solutions are known

|19] to be described by non unitary conformai theories in the continuum limit.



Returning to (3.1), a closer study of the model shows that it has the same critical

behavior as the Q-state Potts model [2] with Q = (3*, i.e. it undergoes a second order phase

transition iff /3 < 2. The case /? = 2 corresponds to c = 1 non minimal theories [4] . For

ft < 2, due to the Cartan classification, the graph Q has to lie among the /I, D, E Dynkin

diagrams corresponding to the simply laced Lie algebras (see [20] for a nice proof 3). This

reference to simply laced Lie algebras should not be misinterpreted as the appearance

of some new symmetry: the quantum SU(2)g algebra seems to be the only symmetry

concerning the whole set of SU(2) height models. These models are described in the

continuum limit by the (An-z,G) minimal series of [l] with central charge c — I — n/n
a_ai

where n is the Coxeter number of the Dynkin diagram Q and 0 — 2cos(£).

It has been noticed in [3] that the physical condition ft < 2 can be replaced by the

following. Let N^ denote the fusion coefficients of the affine SU(2)k Kac-Moody theory

at level k = n - 2, with the integrable representations labels A, /z, (/ € P++ defined in

(2.10) . From Verlinde's formula (2.15) it follows that the matrices N^l = N^ satisfy

7V(A)jVOO = HW^JV^, hence form the regular representation of this fusion algebra.

One then looks for general matrix representations V^ of this fusion algebra:

^VM (3.2)

The only solutions of (3.2) with non negative integer entries are such that G = V^ has

to be the adjacency matrix of an A, D, E Dynkin diagram. Here (2) = (/) labels the

fundamental representation of SU(2)k- Indeed the V's arc integer intertwiners between

the matrices A and G at the same altitude n, due to (2.13) :

pVvM (3.3)

which implies that the eigenvalues of G lie among those of A with possible multiplicities.

This provides an alteT.a ,. '.hough intriguing condition restricting the possible target graphs

£, which may be gene'ali :ed to any N.

It is thus suggested that for arbitrary N, one should look for all representations of the

SU(N)k fusion algebra over non negative integer matrices vjj , generalizing the regular

3 The quotients A^p/Z^ have also 0 < 2 but do not produce distinct statistical mechan-
ical models [3].
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representation provided by the fusion matrices Vr'ej M|/ = N^. These new representations

are subject to the same additional conditions as the regular one:

i) the representation is consistent with the conservation of a ZN charge, that is one

can attach a Z# variable T(O) to each a, in such a way that

VJ 6
A ) ^0 only if r ( o ) + r ( A ) = r(6) (3.4)

where r(A) denotes the ordinary ZN "N-a!ity" of points of P|+

N-l

(3.5)

ii) there is an involution a -» a under which r is odd and

( v W ) a l - ( v W ) a f c « l K < A ) ) j a (3.8)

This involution is a generalization of the conjugation of representations of SU(N). Condi-

tions i) and ii) imply that the matrices V^ commute among themselves, hence with

their transpose V^ * = VW, hence may be diagonalized simultaneously in an or-
thonormal basis ^1 . Moreover, they may all be expressed polynomially in terms

of the N — 1 representatives of the fundamental representations of SU(N):

p(>)(V'(/«=/),V^ s \---,V r^w- l =^) with representation-independent polynomials

As a consequence, it may be shown (3] that the eigenvalues of V^ are also eigenvalues of

\ given by Verlinde's formula as 5//S/. Hence one may write

Due to possible degeneracies of the eigenvalues of G, there might be some arbitrariness

in the choice of the orthonormal basis of eigenvectors if», but it does not affect VW. If

one defines G = V^\ its spectrum of eigenvalues is to be chosen among the values of

(2.16). This G defines in this more abstract approach the adjacency matrix of a graph
£, and all the previous properties required on V'W may be rephrased in terms of the

graph: the latter should be //-colourable (equ. (3.4)), be invariant under the involution

a — » a (reversing all arrows), and most importantly, have the very restrictive spectral

properties just mentioned. Notice that for N > 4, however, one needs more than just this

matrix G = V^> and G1 = V^ to generate the whole set of matrices V^. Although the

10



allowed configurations of neighbouring heights are fully specified by G, it seems that the

representatives of the other fundamental weights are required to achieve a good description

of the «path algebra".

To summarize, the first task seems to find all representations of the fusion algebra

over matrices of non negative integers, endowed with some additional properties. In [3], a

certain number of solutions to this problem have been given in the case of SU(3). Some

of them are displayed below.

S.8. The Boltzmann weights

The computation of Boltzmann weights for a given target graph $ has been investigated

in [3] , using the "cell calculus" (sec also [21] and [22] for details), which consists of

intertwining the A^n^ and G^n^ Boltzmann weights. The direct consequence of such a

construction is that any algebra or identity satisfied by the A^n^ weights applies to G^

as well. Apart from (2.7) and (2.9) it is thus possible to derive other identities for the

general Boltzmann weights, which could help to compute them directly.

First, the Markov trace condition [23J [24] states that:

(3-8)

where fft(fl) 'IS indépendant of the choice of representation U of (2.7) (2.9) . Using the A*n)

representation, one finds /w(/î) = i/jv_2(f ), Up being the p-th Chebishev polynomial of the

second kind. Consider now a partition function (2.20) with cylindric boundary conditions,

i.e. periodic along a vertical zig-zag Une, and with a value of the height fixed to a (resp.

to c) on the upper (resp. lower) boundary of the cylinder. Denote it by Zac(A\. Then

by repeated use of the Hecke conditions (2.7) and the Markov property (3.8) it is easy to

show that the modified partition function:

- E
is again indépendant of the representation U chosen. As this modification is irrelevant in
the thermodynamic limit, this shows that at a given altitude n all the G(n) models share

the same critical properties as the A<n) one, provided (3.8) holds.

The relation (3.8) clearly cannot hold for all the other eigenvectors of G: the relation
could be inverted and would yield inconsistencies for the Boltzmann weights. This is not
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the case for (3,9). Suppose (3.9) holds for any eigenvector (normalized to unity)

of G. The corresponding eigenvalues 0M lie among those of A, except maybe for their

multiplicities. They are labelled by a subset of (maybe repeated) weights in P++, and

coincide with (2.16). Let us call this set the exponents of Q, denoted Exp($). One has :

E ^*Zac(G)^ = Y^ S/*/c* \*>s / G ^ -^ "

^^^ o I

which can be inverted using the orthonormality of the it's :

(3.11)

The expression in brackets with indices a, c 6 v(§] and A 6 P++(n) is readily recognized

as the matrix element VaC ' of the intertwiner defined in (3.7) such that G = V^. We

prefer to restate condition (3.11) in these terms:

Zac(9}= V^Zit,(A) (3.12)

This equation is indeed satisfied in the SU(2) case for any finite size of the cylinder, where

Zi,\(A] is identified as the minimal Virasoro character Xi.xî^) (6]

(3.13)

In that form, it gives a natural interpretation of the property of the VW to be non

regative integers (25J; that they obey the fusion algebra has also been interpreted in this

context in some cases in (7j. Equ. (3.12) still holds in the continuum limit for the off

critical models, with T — tf- — log 2^ + n^_ (6) and the nome p describing a temperature

shift from the critical value. Eqn (3.12) gives a nice interpretatior of the intertwiner entries

as expressing a group theoretical decomposition of reducible G^ representations of the

Hecke algebra (2.7) (2.9) onto A*n) irreducible ones (26). We expect (3.12) to generalize

12



to any N > 3. What can we conversely learn from this identity? Considering the smallest

possible cylinder of size 1 x 1, we get :

E b<)b= E

(3.14)

where 0 is defined in (2.12) and labels the identity (1) representation of SU(N)k, and e,

is as in (2.11) . It is easy to show that (3.14) and (3.8) are compatible. We learn that the

projector Jty (2.7o) of size G»0 x G»0 has rank V^+ei+et).

The systematic solution of (3.8) and (3.12) might give clues on the general form of

the Boltzmann weights w for a given graph Q and simplify the general cell calculus. A

number of SU(Z] solutions have been worked out completely though no simple expression

seems to emerge [3] .

4. Modular invariance, graphs and fusion rules

4.1. Kac-Moody and cos et modular invariants

We first recall a few general properties of modular invariant toroidal partition functions

For a "rational" conformai field theory [27], this partition function Z may be recast into

a finite sum of the form

M

where Xi denote blocks, i.e. finite or infinite sums with integer coefficients of Virasoro

characters, that are supposed to be the characters of some "extended algebra". Two

situations may occur: either Z may be written as a sum of squares Z = ]C|jfi!8 for

some suitable choice of the blocks, or it cannot. This apparent tautology reflects two very

different situations: in the first case, called "type F, Z appears as the trivial (diagonal)

modular invariant of the extended algebra. The second case (type II) is obtained from the

first by the action of some automorphism of the extended fusion algebra [28] [29].

These general considerations are illustrated on the case where the extended algebra
contains a Kac-Moody algebra, that we take for defmiteness as SU[N)k (see, however,

13



some details about the case of Gj in the Appendix). The set of characters of this Kac-

Moody algebra, labelled by integrable weights belonging to PJ$ (see (2.10)), forms a

representation of the modular group. A study of the commutant of the modular group

acting on this representation, i.e. of the general form of the modular invariants sesquilinear

in the characters with arbitrary coefficients, has been recently completed [30]. It remains

to find among these the physical invariants, with positive integer coefficients .A/^j, (and

moreover M\\ — 1). Beside the "trivial" diagonal modular invariant Z = H i(-P(n) |XA| 2 i
"**++

that we denote as (A^), other solutions are associated with the automorphism of the

weight lattice, i.e. with the center ZN [31] [32] and its subgroups [33]-[35], When N

is a prime number, as N — 3 for example, these solutions take only two distinct forms

depending whether n = k + N is or is not a multiple of N.

IXA + X.TA + -" + X<r .v- iA | 2 if N divides n (4.2)

and

Z — 53 |XA|?+ 53 X A X à ' A if W does not divide n (4.3)

where a denotes the ZN automorphism

N-2 N-l

= 53 A'+iA," + (n ~ 13 A<)AW-i (4.4)

and r is the ZN charge defined in (3.5). We refer to these modular invariants as

The difficult task is to find the exceptional invariants (E^). Various methods are

known to produce invariants: conformai embeddings [36] , use of identities such as Mac-

Donald's [37] [28] which give certain constant combinations of characters , or else [38].

All these invariants may be twisted by the conjugation of representations, i.e. the

"right" characters XA'(?) may be replaced by XX' (f)- Although the partition functions arc

numerically the same (since x\ — XxO» they may correspond to different theories.

Although these methods are known in the case of 5t/(2) to exhaust all modular

invariants, it is by no means clear whether they do for higher N. In Table I, is displayed

the list of known modular invariants of 517(3).
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We now turn to the case of coset theories, SU(N)k-i x SU(N)i/SU(N)ki whose

characters are obtained in the decomposition [39]

X ( f c - l ) A X ( l ) / i = 22x(k)vXcoaet\,n,v (4.5)

Suppose that we know a triplet of modular invariants pertaining to the levels k — 1, 1

and fc, described by matrices .A/(fc_i) , \A'> etc... This means that the matrix ^/ ( fc- i )AA'

commutes with the generators S^-i) and !T(fc-i) of modular transformations of the Kac-

Moody characters (equ. (2.23)) of level k - 1, and likewise for ^(i)^* and N(k)vv<- From

(4.5) it follows that the coset characters transform by the matrices S^-\) ®S(i) ®SL* and

T(k-\) ® T(i) ® 2Vfc)> and that M(k-\) ® M(\) ® M(k) commutes with these matrices. This

produces an invariant provided all the triplets (A, /z , f ) that appear in this tensor product

correspond effectively to representations in the coset, i.e. have non vanishing branching

functions in (4.5)[40). In this particular class of coset Gx G/G, it has been proved [41] that

the branching function Xcoset \,n,v does not vanish if and only if A + n — v G Ç, the root

lattice. This imposes constraints on the possible invariants that one may construct in that

way. (Conversely, it is not obvious that all modular invariants of the coset theory can be
obtained in that way. To our knowledge, it has been proved only in the case N — 2.) For

our present purpose, we focus our attention on the modular invariants which are diagonal

in the weights of level k — 1 and 1, i.e. of the form M(k-i) = 1, -V(i) = 1 and only M^) may
be non trivial. Even in that case, the previous constraint rules out the (AtAtD^) and

(A, A, £?(*)*) cases, whenever n = k + N is not a multiple of AT, as well as (A,

In the following, we drop the labels A, and denote this subclass of coset invariants
The resulting modular invariants are listed in Table II.

For the Kac-Moody and for this latter class of coset invariants, we may define the

concept of exponents as the set txp(G) of SU(N) weights of level k — n — N that label

the diagonal terms of the modular invariant. In the case of SU(2), this denomination
is justified by the fact that these exponents are (quite remarkably and mysteriously) the

•

exponents of the simply-laced Lie algebra that labels the invariant. Since we have also

introduced the exponents of a graph Q as specifying the labels of its eigenvalues, it is

suggested that there may be a relation between the two notions. They do coincide in the

one to one correspondence made in the SU(2) case between the statistical models G(n)

and their toroidal partition functions in the continuum limit. We conjecture that such a
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correspondence holds for any N> namely that any SU(N) unitary minimal coset modular

invariant (G) is the continuum limit of a SU(N) height model defined on a graph Q with

the same set of exponents Exp(Q] = exp(G). For a given modular invariant this gives a

set of eigenvalues (2.16) for the graph $.

Take for instance the SU(3) (D^) coset modular invariant:

1 v - / i . . i2 . «i i2 i IA c\

The corresponding set of eigenvalues is {2,2w,2w2,0,0, 0}, where w = exp(2i£). The only

tricolourable graphs having those eigenvalues , p(°) and D^* are depicted in fig. 2. They

belong to the set of solutions to (3.2) found in [3], The two graphs certainly define different

models, which are expected to yield the same toroidal partition function in the continuum

limit. For all the coset 517(3) modular invariants of Table II we found in the same way

one or more graphs having the requisite eigenvalues. They are depicted in fig. 3. As a

matter of fact they all yield representations of the Kac-Moody fusion rules as in (3.2).

But the set of solutions to (3.2) is bigger and it is still unclear whether all the graphs

yield modular invariants or whether they should verify additional properties. At any rate,
the correspondence is at this stage uncomplete as one can neither write down a modular

invariant from the knowledge of a graph nor do the converse. The aim of the following

sections is to attempt to clarify this point.

4-2. C-algebras defined by graphs

The so called C-algebras or character algebras [42] seem to provide a useful framework
for the study of target graphs and the connection with modular invariants. Unfortunately,

our considerations will remain empirical and limited to a subclass of graphs.

An associative algebra U over C with basis {xa,a € U = {!,•••,<£}} is called a
C-algebra if the conditions (t) — (vi) hold :

(i) The algebra is commutative : xaXb = x Pab
xci w''n Pab = Pba-

CÇ.U

(ii) U has an identity element e = xi : plfc
c = 6be.

(Hi) All the pafr
c are real numbers. (4.7)

(iw) There exists a permutation a — » o(a) such that : P^MM = Pa*C ^aAc € U.

(v) There exist strictly positive numbers fca, such that pa^ = eaa^ka.

(vi) The ka, called the degrees of U, form a linear representation of U.
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The simplest example of C-algebra is given by the Kronecker algebra of classes of a finite

group. The permutation a in (tv) maps a class on its inverse, and the linear representation

(vi) is provided by the values of the identity representation character on the different

classes : Xi(C'a) = fca = 1. Notice that in this case the pa6
c are non negative integers.

A less trivial example is provided by the (extended) fusion rules of a conformai field

theory. From the fusion numbers Nfjk which describe the number of couplings occuring

between the primary fields «', j, and A;, and are diagonalized by the unitary matrix S^ we

construct the C-algebra structure coefficients :

with j

Vkl- (fh-J (4.9)

which are known to be non negative [29]. The permutation a of (iv) is the conjugacy i —> t
of the primary fields.

The notion of duality is of great importance in the C-algebra theory. Take the matrix

representation [Pa\bc = \fkapab of t^e C-algebra U. The commuting matrices Pa are si-
multaneously diagonalizable. Let {E\, A € U*} denote the projectors on the corresponding

common eigenspaces and t? stand for the sum of the degrees of U :

«? = ka (4.10)

One defines the matrices H and F as follows :

P« = A

cet/

The idempotent operators E\, renormalized by a factor tf, generate another C-algebra, the
dual C-algebra U', for the Hadamard product

(4.12)

where the Hadamard product of two matrices A and B is :

A^B^ (4.13)
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The dual structure coefficients gA^ are called the Krein parameters of the C-algebra U.

The linear representation of the dual algebra involved in (vi) of (4.7) is denoted by m>,

these numbers are called the multiplicities of U.

We now try to associate yet another associative and commutative algebra to the graphs

5, following an idea of Pasquier [24]. The generators Na are attached to the vertices a of

the graph and are represented by |£| x |£| matrices Nab
c. Suppose first there exists some

vertex a1( denoted by abuse of notation 1, extremal in the sense that it is connected to

only one pair of other vertices aj and a^ :

Git = &., G&i = 6baf (4.14)

We then attach the identity element to «i, N\ = 1, the generators G and G* to c/ and a.f

respectively, Naf = G, Naf = G', and we try to solve the recursive relations for the N's:

GabNb (4.15)

Clearly this generalizes the observation made in (2.13) and this new algebra may be called

the fusion algebra of the graph. The adjacency matrix G then appears as encoding some

of the structure constants of this algebra, namely those pertaining to the fusions by the

fundamental generator Naf = G. In the case of the graph y((B), the matrices N reduce to

the ordinary fusion matrices of SU(N)k' the fusion rules N^" are entirely determined by

the fundamental ones A\^ = Nj£. As the matrix A has only single eigenvalues, A defines

up to phases the unitary diagonalization matrix S, which in turn yield unambiguously the

coefficients N^£ by the Verlinde formula (2.15). For a general graph §, two situations can

occur. If G has only single eigenvalues, then the JV's are again completely determined by

the Verlinde formula (2.15) with 5 replaced by the diagonalization matrix $ of G.

UM

If some eigenvalues of G are degenerate, then the formula (4.16) is ambiguous as noticed

before: there might be different choices of the eigenvectors ^>(A> leading to different numbers

N. But we require all the AT's to be non negative integer numbers too4. The graph $ is

4 This is done mainly here for mathematical reasons: the positivity condition plays
crucial role in the theory of c-algcbras. This requirement is awaiting a good physical
terretation.

a crucial role
interpretation
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called type I if there exists a choice of eigenvectors for G yielding non negative integer JV's

and of type II otherwise (i.e. N has some negative entries). Proceeding again empirically,

we impose that the vertex ai be among the extremal vertices on Q for which the component

of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector is minimal

(4.17)

The vertex 1 is chosen extremal so that the fundamental generator Naj. — G is associated

with one and only one vertex of the graph Q. Notice that a given graph is required to have

at least one extremal vertex to have a definite type. The graph £><6)* of fif)t 2 in which

all vertices are equivalent and non extremal is not assigned any type. In some cases, one

can however construct a C-algebra for such a graph. An identity vertex is chosen and G

appears as the sum of generators associated with the vertices linked to the identity. The

graph encodes the fusions by G, and one may try again to construct recursively the other

generators associated with all the vertices of the graph. In the D^* and £$' graphs of

fig. 2 and fig. 3, the fusion coefficients (4.16) are still non negative integer numbers, and the

graphs are respectively isospectral to the type I graphs D^ and £j . The forthcoming
discussion will not however apply to them.

Given a graph $, the easiest way of determining its type is to actually compute the

Ar's. Consider for instance the case of St/(2) associated with the D* Dynkin diagram
depicted in fig. 4. Relations (4.15) read :

(4.18a)

(4.186)

The unique 4-dimensional matrix representation of N with non negative integer entries
reads up to the exchange NS «-> N§ :

(4.19a)

(4.196)

(4.19c)

Ni

Ni

N3

N-3

— i

/°
_ [ 1
"P

Vo
/°= °
Vo

— w*— ^»3

1

0
1
1
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
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The £>4 diagram is therefore of type I. For 5C/(2), the A, .Deven» EQ and Eg Dynkin

diagrams are type I, whereas the Z?0dd and £7 are of type II. The symbols I, II in fig. 3

refer tc the types of the graphs. It is striking to notice that the type I graphs correspond

to type I modular invariants.

The question of uniqueness of the representation Na in the type I cases remains open,

though all the known examples give one and only one representation up to the action of

the symmetry group of the graph on the vertices a. At any rate, we can now attach to any

type I graph a C-algebra by :

for a'6'c ̂ U =

for ̂ " 6 u' - ***($)• (4.206)
where the Krein parameters are expressed in terms of the dual M :

7m -
a<=U Va

These M are in general different from the N and take their values in the real numbers.

However they turn out to be non negative in all the known type I cases s.

4.S. Modular invariants from C-algebra duality

The following development is based on the empirical observation that the fusion rules

of the type I SU(N)k Kac-Moody theory labelled by G are given by a subset of the

coefficients Nab
c attached to a type I graph Q corresponding to the coset (G) theory, with

Exp(§) = exp(G}. Take for instance the D4 (SU(2)4) modular invariant :

ZD. = \Xi + Xs|2 + 2|x3|
2 (4.22)

The fusion rules with respect to the extended algebra are easily obtained by the 5(7(2)4 — »

517(3) i conformai embedding. The SC/(3)t characters are expressed in terms of the SU(2)4

ones as:

Xe = Xi + Xs (4.23o)

X«+e, = X3 = Xff-e3 (4.236)

5 This too is awaiting a good interpretation; see however [24] and [43] for an interpre-
tation in terms of an algebra of lattice local operators.
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Thus the fusions are those St7(3)! encoded in the graph A^ of S17(3) and turn out to be

represented by the subset N\, ./Va, and JVg of (4.19).

We verified for all the known cases of type I graphs having the same exponents as a

type I coset modular invariant, that the extended algebra of the corresponding non trivial

Kac-Moody modular invariant theory is a subalgebra of the graph algebra N. We circled

the vertices forming the subalgebra on the type I graphs of fig, 3. More precisely, there

exists a subset T of U = v( §} such that:

(i) 1 € T (4.2-la)

(iï) if i € T, then a(i) € T. (4.246)

(I'M) T is stable : Vt, j €T,c€ £7, such that Ny* $ 0, then c - k 6 T. (4.24c)

and the extended fusion algebra is given by N^k with », j, k€T. The conditions (i) - (tit)

define a C-subalgebra of U (4.20) , because Ni}-
c vanishes iff p,-yc does.

The positivity condition of the structure constants p and the Krein parameters q

noticed in the previous section for a type I graph turns out to be a crucial hypothesis

in the definition of the quotient of a C-algebra by a C-suba!gebra (9). Suppose a given

C-algebra satisfies :

Pab>° Va,6,ceJ7 (4.2So)

0 VA, M, * /€£ /* (4.256)

then for any proper subset T of U satisfying (»') — (ùï) of (4.24) , there exists a C-algebra,

called the quotient ti/T of the C-algebra U with generators {za,a € U} by its C-subalgebra

T with generators {x,-,t € T}. Its generators read :

« (4-26)

where î\ = T and TQ, a € T* C t/*, are the equivalence classes in U for the relation *- :

a,c€.U : a ~ c <!=> 3i € T such that poi
e ^ 0 (4,27)

and :

t. (4.28)
ter
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Finally the C-algebra T has a dual T*, C-subalgebra of the dual U* of i/, with generators

{.So,,» € T* C U*} and there also exists a partition {T/,î S T} of U*, with T,* = T\

formed by the equivalence classes of the relation « :

A, v € CT : A «i/ <=> 3a € T* such that 9Aa" ^ 0 (4.29)

and the quotient C-algebra (U/T)* = U* /T* is generated by :

(4.30)

where t? has been denned in (4.10) and K is the following sum of the multiplicities of U :

The matrices IT' and F" (4.11) of the quotient W/T are expressed in terms of IT and T for

U :

" 6 7;* (4.320)

T'r; ra = rM6, V6 6 Ta, V^ 6 Tf. (4.324)

whereas the degrees and multiplicities of i//T are :

fc'r., = ~

m'r. = mA, VA € Tf (4.336)

Returning to the C-algebra attached to a type I graph £, this means that any choice

of T satisfying (4.24a) - (4.24c) determines a partition {Tf,i € T} of 17" = Exp(§) by

duality. We found that for the choice of T yielding the extended fusion rules of the Kac-
Moody theory with the same set of exponents, this partition determines precisely the form

of the Kac-Moody modular invariant as well as the coset one:

(4.340)
.'6T
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where the integrable SU(N)k weights A, A and s,s are considered as elements of Exp($]

with a possible multiplicity, whereas r, f Ç. /++" . For all the type I-irreduciblc graphs

in fig. 3 we verified that the choice of C-subalgebra denoted by circled vertices yields the

extended fusion algebra of a conformai field '-aeory, the toroidal partition function of which

is given by (4.34o) . The same remark holds when we replace SU(N) with the compact

Lie group G*2, see the appendix for more details.

Let us now describe the determination of the partition {T,*,t € T} of £, giving the

extended blocks of the resulting Kac-Moody conformai field theory. Using the expressions

of the degrees and multiplicities of U as well as the matrices II and F in terms of the basis

of eigenvectors V»o of the adjacency matrix of the graph £ :

2

(4.35a)

IU, - (4*.,

we can eliminate the vectors 0' of the quotient between (4.32a) and (4.326) to obtain :

;(*)
p>^> = *w *fa £ (^J0)', Va € r., (4.36)

Va b€Ta

together with its dual version :

, (A)

iW*i'l) = ̂ r^y E l^iM)!2, VA 6 r;f (4.37)
Vi ^err

easily inverted to yield :

')|2

Writing (4.38) for A = n € T?t we get (Ey€r lv}A)|2)(£,,6T; Ivi^P) = (V-{A))2, so that :

fr|A)|2 (4.39)
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where the equivalence relation « between elements A of Exp(Q) is defined in (4.29) . The

r.h.s of (4.39) has to be symmetric, as V^n) — ̂ \ — v\ are real, we finally get an

intrinsic definition of the T* 's as equivalence classes of « up to a permutation of the indices

f e T :

W = 5>{AMM>' (4-40)
»er

..-here the matrix element :

is indépendant of A € T;*, V? 6 T. It takes indeed the value 5^ of the S-modular trans-

formation matrix (2.236) acting on the extended characters x\(r) ~ H^rr X\(T)-

Let us return to the example D4 (fig. 4) of Slf(2). Diagonalizing the solutions (4.19a)

- (4.19d) simultaneously, we get unambiguous eigenvectors ^>W which inserted into (4.40)

withT = {1,3,3}, lead to 27 = {1,5}, T3* = {3} and T£ = {3}. This partition of Exp(D4)

coincides with the blocks in the modular invariant (4.22).

To summarize, given the type I graph § and a stable subset T of v($) satisfying

(4.24a) - (4.24c) , we have obtained a dual partition 7? of the set Exp($] by (4.40) ,

yielding a type-I modular invariant (4.34a) , provided T gives the correct extended fusion

rules for the extended theory. It must be clear that this connection between graphs and

modular invariants remains at this stage both empiric and limited to the type-I graphs

and modular invariants. Still we believe that there must be a deep reason beyond this

connection, and that somehow it must extend to the type-II objects.

As a final remark let us point out that the connection between graphs and modular

invariants seems to still hold for some of the graphs discussed before, which have no

extremal vertices, thus no definite type, but are isospectral to type I ones. Take for

instance the graph £3*
12^ of fig. 3. The circled vertices on fig. 3 define again a C-subalgebra

of the graph C-algebra, for which we deduce a partition of Exp(£^l2)) as before. This

turns out to yield the extended blocks of the 5(7(3) modular invariant (£<t:t)) of table

I which is also obtained from the type I isospectral graph ff12* of fig. 3 and its circled

vertices.
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4-4* Modular invariants from matrix intcrtwincrs

We finally mention another empiric connection between graphs and mot > invariants.

Once again it applies only to the type I objects. By inspection, it is easy to see that the

blocks of the modular invariants labelled by G may be constructed as linear combinations

of (Kac-Moody or Wjv) characters with coefficients given by certain matrix elements of the

intertwining matrices V"W of (3.3), (3.7). For the Kac-Moody invariants, it, reads

where t runs over the subset of circled points of the graph $ (i.e. over the sublagcbra T).

For illustration, we refer the reader to the appendix of [3] where he or she will find the

coefficients of all type-I invariants (Z?evon» ^e and E%) of SZ7(2) in some columns of the

intertwiner denoted there V^0=1).

In fact the matrix elements of the intertwiner yielding the modular invariant blocks

are labelled by the same vertices which form the subalgebra of previous section.

^* (4-43)

This relation between the t/> and 5 matrices turns out to be compatible with the modular

invariance condition, which reads in the type I case:

/ (4.44)

5. Summary and Conclusions.

In this paper we have tried to advocate a new algebraic method of constructing modular

invariants for SU(N] Kac-Moody or coset theories.

We have introduced a class of statistical models, in which the height variables live

on a graph. These models are expected to be critical and to be described by some coset

theory in the continuum limit. By a well defined algebraic procedure, we have recovered
all the known coset modular invariants of a certain type (type I, (A,A,G) see above) from

type I graphs G and a given subset of their set of vertices. The missing coset models are
first the (A, A, (?) of type II, which are obtained from those of type I by an automorphism
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of their fusion algebra. Some of the graphs we have found seem to qualify to yield these

theories, but we do not know what are the corresponding changes to bring to our algebraic
procedure. Another class of coset theories are those obtained by combining different types

of Kac-Moody invariants for each factor of the coset. It is not known how to reproduce

such cosets by integrable lattice models.

There remain several unanswered questions in our construction. First what is a good

classifying principle for the target graphs £ ? The fact that the incidence matrix G

of the graph should be the fundamental representative of a non negative integer matrix
representation of the Kac-Moody fusion rules (3.2) enables one to define "intcrtwiners"

V"W with the physical interpretation of sect.3: they express how the Q cylindric partition

function with fixed boundary conditions decomposes onto the A one. It is thus natural

to expect non negative integers coefficients J6] [?]. But it is not clear if this principle is

sufficient to select the "good" graphs supporting a representation of the Heckc algebra and

leading to conformai field theories.

A second point which remains unclear is the actual link between these supposedly

"good" graphs and modular invariants. The method presented above requires additional
data, namely a subset of the set of vertices of Q associated with an algebra which can be

interpreted as a Kac-Moody fusion algebra. This means in particular that the S-matrix

(4.41) has to satisfy: S4 = 1. One could think, for a given type I graph, of inspecting all
its possible subalgebras and checking whether this condition is realized. In principle one

should test (4.44) for all possible C-subalgebras of type I graphs, which would yield all the

type I modular invariants.
The last and most difficult part from the statistical mechanical point of view would

be a thorough study of the models themselves, and an extension of their definition off

criticality, which remains to be done even in the SU(2) exceptional cases.

In spite of ail these shortcomings, we believe to have pointed out a very striking alge-

braic connection between graphs, fusion algebras and modular invariants of coset theories,

which seems to extend to any compact Lie group,1 ar shown in the appendix for the G?

case.
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Appendix : the <-?2 case

The Weyl alcôve P\ +* of (Gz)k at the altitude n = k + 4 (the 4 added is the dual Coxeter

number of the Lie algebra G?), is generated by the two G '3 fundamental weights AI , A2 :

pW = {A = AïAi + A 2 A 2 |A , ,Aa > l ,A t + 2A2 < n - 3} (5.1)

The fundamental fusion rules for (Gz}k=3 are encoded in the ^(tl=s7) graph of fig, 5 . Like

in the SU(N) case we choose to perform the fusions with the fundamental representation
(/) = (2 AI + Aa), corresponding to the 7-dimensional, self-conjugate representation of

the ordinary Go. The self-conjugacy implies that the graphs are unoriented like in the

5 £7(2) case. This fundamental representation enjoys the (defining) property that the Kac-

Moody fusions at level k arc simply given by the truncation of the infinite graph A^00)

of fig. 6 encoding the decomposition of tensor produ:ts of representations of the ordinary

GZ algebra by the fundamental one. The eigenvalues of the associated A^ adjacency

matrices read :

= 1 + 2( c o s ( A ' ) + c o s ( ( A l + 3A'))
for A € P+± (5.1). Looking again for type I-irreducible representations of (3.2) where the

Nx£ now stand for the (Gz)k fusion numbers, we found in addition to the trivial A^n)

solutions two exceptional graphs £ ̂  and t ̂  with adjacency matrices VW — G at the
levels 3 and 4, depicted in fig. 7 .

Comparing with the known list of Kac-Moody modular invariants, we find a perfect

agreement between the sets of exponents of the level 3 and 4 exceptional ones and our two
exceptional graphs. Exp(Q) is now the set of weights in /*++, possibly repeated, which

parametrize the eigenvalues of the graph Q through eqn (5.2). Apart from the (A) series:

we have the two Kac-Moody modular invariants :

X2A,+2Aa |2

+ |XA, +2A3 + X5A, +A, |8 + 2|X2A, +2Aa |* (5.46)

The extended fusion rules of these theories are again given by the subalgebras of the £(7)

and £ W graphs associated with the circled vertices on fig. 7. The modular invariant

combinations of characters (5.4a) - (5.46) follow from the construction of sect. 4.3 , using
C-algebra duality.
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Table I. List of known SU(3)k Kac-Moody modular invariants; n = k + 3.

(n) 3 / 3 ̂ Aegopj;' IXA + XaA + • • • + X<,N-A|2 if 3 divides n
( ' \ EA€gnp<n' I X A l 2 + £A6Pco\Q XAX> A «f 3 does not divide n

»"+> ( £*=o *»k A ) ( ELo X^ J if 3 divides n(/?<»>•)
+ EASP<;)\Q XAX^a* if 3 does not divide n

2 2 2^ = |X(1,1) + X(3,3)|2 + |X(3,2) + X(l,0)|2 + |X{2,3) + X(0,l)|

+ |X(<,1) + X(l,4)|2 + |X(1,3) + X(4,3)|2 + !X(3,1)X(3,<)|2

Z = 1X0,1) + X(3,3)|2 + (X(3,2) + X(1,0))(X(2,3) + X(0,l))' + C.C.

+ |X(4,1) + X(l,4)|2 + (X(l,3) + X(4,3)) (X(3,1)X(3,4)) + C.C.

Z = |X(1,1) + X(10,1) + X(l,10) + X(5,6) + X(5,2) + X(2,5)|2

+ 2|X(3,3) + X(3,6) +X(6,3)|2

(EMS ) Z = IX(l,l) + X(10,1) + X(l,10)|2 + |X(3,3) + X(3,6) + X(6,3)f

+ |X(5,S) + X(S,2) + X(2,5)|2 + |X(4,7) + X(7,l) + X(l,4)|2

+ |X(7,4) + X(l,7) + X(4,l)|2 + 2|X(4,4)|2

+ (X(2,2) + X(8,2) + X(2,8))X(4,<) + C.C.

(EMS *) Z = IX(l,I) + X(10,1) + X(l,10)|2 + |X(3,3) + X(3,6) + X(0,3)|2

+ |X(5,6) + X(S,2) + X(2,S)|2 + 2|X(4,4)|2

+ (X(4,7) + X(7,l) + X(l,4)) (X(7,4) + X(l,7) + X(4,l))' + C.C.

+ (X(2,2) + X(8,2) + X(2,8))X(4,4) + CX.

Z = |X(i,i) + X(22,l) + X(J,22) + X(5,6) + X(6,I4) + X(M,5)

+ X(ll,l l) + X(H,2) + X(2,ll) + X(7,7) + X(7,10) + X(IO,7)|2

+ |X(7,1) + X(16,7) + X(l.ie) + X(l,7) + X(7,10)

+ X(S,8) + X(ll,5) + X(8,»l) + X(8,5) + X(S,U)



Table IL List of known SU(3)k-\ x SU(3)i/SU(3)k coset modular invariants,
of the form (AtA,G^), denoted here (<?(")); n = k + 3.

— 1 X—^17 x
£i —- """ f

O ^^dl

^ -*• 4- M^* + •+

2

(£><n>) Z = i ^ ]£ |£^XA,ff*M|2 if 3 divides n

n)*) Z = l E (EXA,^)(E^^)* if 3 divides n
U MMV I «*^^ ' / \ *•••• /

,(4,1) + XA,(1,4)|2 + |XA,(1,3) + XA,(4,3)|2 + |XA,(3,1)XA,(3,4)|2 I

A,(l,l) + XA,(10,1) + XA,(1,10) + XA,(5,5) + XA,(5,2) + XA,(2,6)!2

+ 2|XA,(3,3) + XA,(3,6) + XA,(6,3)|2|

£ = 3 E IXA,(l,l) + XA,(10,1) + XA,(1,10)!2 + |XA,(3,3) + XA,(3,6) + XA,(6,3)|J

v,.p(ii) L

+ |XA,(6,5) + XA,(5,2) + XA,(2,6)|2 + |XA,(4,7) + XA,(7,l) + XA,(1,4)|2

+ |XA,(7,4) + XA,(1,7) + XA,(4,1)|2 + 2|XA,(4,4)|2

+ (XA,(2,2) + XA,(8,2) + XA,(2,8))XA,(4,4) + C-CJ

(EM 5*) Z = 0 E IXA,(l,l) + XA.JW.l) + XA,(1,10) I2 + |XA,(3,3) + XA,(3,6) + XA,(6,3) \*
. .flit *•

|XA,(6,5) + XA,(S,2) + XA,(2,S}|2

(XA,{4,7) + XA,(7,t) + XA,(1,4))(XA,(T,4) + XA,(I,7)

(XA,(3,2) + XA,(8,2) + XA,(2,8))XA,(4,4) + «•«•

;A,(I,I) + XA,(22,1) + XA,(1,22) + XA,(B,5) + XA,(S,14) + XA,(14,B)

XA,(11,11) + XA,(11,2) + XA,(2,11) + XA,(7,7) + XA,(7,IO) + XA,{10,7)|

CA,(7,1) + XA,(16,7) + XA,(1,16) + XA,(1,7) + XA,(7,16) + XA,(I6,1)

1*1XA,(5,8) + XA,(11,E) -r XA,(8,11) + XA,(8,5) + XA,(6,I1) + XA,(ll,t)l I t
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The zig-zag line to which height configurations are attached.

Fig. 2. The isospectral graphs £<6) and D^*

Fig. 3. List of some graphs for S£/(3). This is a subset of the graphs found in [3],
to which we can associate a modular invariant in Table II. For type I graphs,
the association is done following the method of sect 4.3, using the C-subalgebra
denoted by circled vertices. For the other graphs, the association is conjectured.

Fig. 4. The D4 Dynkin diagram

Fig. 5. The A^ graph for G2

Fig. 6. The >!(oo) graph for G2

Fig. 7. The two exceptional graphs S(v) and S^ of G2.
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Fig. 3 (continued)
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